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PURPOSE: To provide an image forming device, in which
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CONSTITUTION: A supplying toner sucking and
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supplying container 1 1, in which the supplying toner T is

housed, and a toner hopper part 6 of a developing
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device 1 2 generates a suction air flow from the toner

supplying container 1 1 toward the toner hopper part 6,

and carries the replenishing toner T with this suction air

flow to flow it to the toner hopper part 6.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

I.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to image formation equipment equipped with the

developer which develops an electrostatic latent image with a toner.

[Description of the Prior Art] Generally with the developer which develops an electrostatic latent

image with a toner, the toner for a supplement is supplied in a developer from this conta.ner by

L thing of a configuration of that a toner is supplied using a toner supply conta.ner. Dj^ng^

shows an example of the conventional toner supply container, and inside this conta.ner 101, as

shown in drawing 10 . the toner 102 for a supplement is contained.

[COW] OpenTng 103 is formed in the toner supply container 101, and this opening 103 is blocked

L the seal 104. When performing toner supply, a developer is equipped w.th this conto.ner 101, a

seal 104 is torn off, and the toner 102 for a supplement is dropped from opening 103 to the

STn ^dditlr^hown in *awmg_11 . the shutter 1 06 formed in the lower part of the toner

supply container 105 is pulled out in the direction of an arrow head, and there are some which

drop the toner in a container 1 05 and are put in to the direction of the body of a developer from

oDenine which is not illustrated.

[0005] If it is in such a supply method, the activity which tears off a seal or draws out a shutter

is needed, and this kind of supply activity is very troublesome. Moreover, after supply, since

opening of a toner supply container is turned down in order to drop a toner using gravity. ,f this

toner supply container shall be taken out as it is. the toner adhering to a toner supply conta.ner

will become easy to fall by vibration etc.. and will soil a perimeter with a toner F^hermore. the

toner adhering to this container soils a hand with a toner about a finger etc. at the time of

attachment and detachment of a toner supply container.

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] As the purpose of this invention can perform toner

supply automatically, a seal tears it off. and it does an activity etc. an unnecessary thing, and is

to offer the image formation equipment which enabled it to prevent the contamination to a

perimeter environment, a man, etc. by the toner.

EEs for Solving the Problem] The developer which develops an electrostatic latent image

with a toner in order that this invention may attain the above-mentioned purpose. It has the

Toner supply container which contains the toner for a supplement supplied to this developer. So

that attachment and detachment are mutually free, and it may connect with a toner supp y

container so that it may be open for free passage to a toner supply conta.ner and^a developer,

respectively, and the toner for a supplement in a toner supply conta.ner may be attracted

compulsorily and it may flow to a developer side The configuration of the .mage formation

equipment which attached the toner suction feeder for a supplement wh.ch generates suct.cn

airstream to the developer is proposed.

[0008] In addition, if the connection between the toner suction feeder for a supplement and a
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developer is constituted at least so that a free passage may be severed by the lock out member

at the time of suction, it is effective.

So09] Moreover, it is effective if it will be in an opening condit.cn when the connection between

a toner supply container and the toner suction feeder for a supplement ,s mutually connected m

loth % considers as the cap type connection used as an open.ng blocked state when a toner

suPPly container is not connected, and it is the configuration wh.ch prepared th.s cap type

connection in the toner supply container.

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained to a detail according to a drawing.

r0011] Drawing 1 shows the toner supply section of the developer provided to the image

formltio^fcent of this invention 1 example. It precedes expla.n.ng th.s toner supply sect.cn.

and ^ie outSne of the configuration of a developer is made clear to below us.ng djp_ng_2

[001 2] Opposite disposition of the developer 1 is carried out at the photo conductor drum 2

wh.ch is an eTample of latent-image support The development sleeve 5 .s suppl.ed the developer

of ntemal b^ary system being agitated by the churning roller 3 formed ,n the cas.ng 50 of th.s

deveCer 1 theVurning paddle 4. etc. The developer of binary system .s a developer wh.ch has

a toner and a carrier. Development of the electrostatic latent image formed on the photo

conductor dmm 2 is presented with the developer on this supplied development sleeve 5. In

addition al^rgh this invention is applicable also to the thing using the one component system

developer which does not contain a carrier, the developer using a f,ne-part.cles-l.ke b.nary

*v<*tem developer shall be applied for convenience hereafter.

mofsTAs mentioned above, although a developer 1 develops an electrostafc latent .mage w.th a

tonlr if the developer 1 provided to the image formation equipment of this example has the

toner hopper section 6 connected to casing 50 and runs short of the toners .n the developer ,n

casL 5 the toner supply roller 7 of the toner hopper section 6 will beg n rotat.cn and the

toner T in the toner hopper section 6 will be supplied to the direct,on of the cas.ng 50 of a

foOH] ThJ toner hopper section 6 is storing the toner T for supplying the casing 50 of a

developer 1 and this Reservoir toner T is agitated by rotation of the toner churn.ng member 9. If

the Wr in the toner hopper section 6 is lost or the amount decreases, the purport to wh.ch

exchange of the toner supply container which the detection equipment wh.ch .s not .llustrated

detects^ and mentions later is urged will be displayed on the control-pane, sect.cn iun-

^^aZ^t:^^ in the condition seen from arrow-head A. and made

^^Z^X^Z -ers^cLainer which contained the toner T

fo? a suoptment supplied to a developer 1 inside. This toner supply container 11 may be caUed a

toner bott e or a toner cartridge. 12 can show the toner suction feeder for a supplement, and

XTsEquipment 1 2 of each other can be freely detached and attached w.th the toner supply

ton£Z7l DrwmzJ shows the condition that the toner suction feeder 12 for a supplement

wa(5 eauiDDed with the toner supply container 11.
.

[0017] Z toner in the toner hopper section 6 is lost or it decreases, as stated even m the

too the dlsolay of the purport to which exchange of the toner supply conta.ner 1
1

.s urged wrtl

be made This display is seen, for example, the toner supply container 1 1 .s extracted leftward to

a usTr side of course, since supply has finished before, there is no toner mto th.s conta.ner 1

1

exacted Subsequently, the location of drawing is equipped with the new toner supply conta.ner

if^iS which toe toner T for a supplement was contained as shown in draw.ng. In the stote of

tois faring the toner suction feeder 12 for a supplement is made into an actoat.on atotode.

SmRl The toner suction feeder 12 for a supplement is divided into the upper conta.ner 21 and

toe boJom contained as this main configuration shows d_raMngJ> .
and the dashboard 1 3 w.th

FoOlS]^t^^£T3^ 13 is connected with
?

e upper container 21 and

Se boJom container 22. respectively, and can be gone up and down freely. The p.pe sect.cn 16
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was formed in the upper container 21, and it has extended and come out of this to the direction

of the toner supply container 1 1 ( drawing 1 ). The valve 23 is formed while opening 18 is dug by

the wall of the knot of the pipe section 16 and the upper container 21.

[0020] Moreover, the valve 24 which opening 1 3a is similarly dug by the dashboard 1 3, and was

located in the upper container 21 is formed. The rise-and-fall drive of the dashboard 13 is

carried out by the driving means which consists of the disk 25 as shown in drawing 4 , the link

lever 26, etc. If a rotation drive is carried out, each edge of the link lever 26 is pivoted by this

disk 25 and dashboard 1 3 and a disk 25 rotates in the direction of an illustration arrow head by

the motor which is not illustrated, a dashboard 13 will carry out rise-and-fall migration of the

disk 25 through the link lever 26.

[0021] When the dashboard 13 shown in drawing 3 goes up by such driving means, while the

valve 23 by the side of opening 18 opens, the valve 24 in the direction of a dashboard 13 closes.

Under the present circumstances, the air in the upper container 21 flows in the pipe section 16.

That is, a wind is sent from the inside of the upper container 21 towards the pipe section 16.

[0022] The pipe section 1 7 is formed so that it may be parallel to the bottom container 22 with

the pipe section 16, and this is very short rather than the pipe section 16 ( drawing 1 ). And

opening 1 9 is dug by the pipe section 1 7 and the wall of the knot of the upper container 22.

[0023] Air flows in the bottom container 22 from the pipe section 1 7 at the same time said

ventilation is performed, in case a dashboard 13 goes up. That is, the suction airstream 27 arises

from the inside of the pipe section 1 7 towards the inside of the bottom container 22. The toner

for a supplement in the toner supply container 1 1 rides on this suction airstream, flows in the

bottom container 22, and falls from the lower limit opening 28 of the bottom container 22 in the

toner conveyance way 29 shown in drawing 1 .

[0024] By inserting the toner conveyance screw member 8 into this toner conveyance way 29,

and carrying out the rotation drive of this, the toner which fell to the screw member 8 is carried

by the shaft orientations, and enters in the toner hopper section 6 from two or more openings

31. In this case, a toner enters in the toner hopper section 6 quantitatively over the shaft

orientations of the toner conveyance screw member 8 at homogeneity.

[0025] In addition, since a wind is sent towards the pipe section 1 6 from the inside of the upper

container 21 in case a dashboard 13 goes up, the flow operation towards the toner suction

feeder 12 for a supplement of the toner in the toner supply container 11 ( drawing 1 ) can be

promoted according to this wind-pressure operation.

[0026] In addition, when a dashboard 1 3 descends, a valve 23 closes and a valve 24 opens. If the

toner T in the toner supply container 1 1 is altogether moved to the toner hopper section 6, rise-

and-fall actuation of a dashboard 13 will stop. Moreover, when the capacity of the toner supply

container 1 1 is larger, it is better than the capacity of the toner hopper section 6 to move a

toner to every [ the specified quantity ] and the toner hopper section 6.

[0027] In this way, it connects with the toner supply container 1 1 and a developer (an example

toner hopper section 6) 1 so that it may be open for free passage, respectively, the toner for a

supplement in the toner supply container 1 1 is attracted compulsorily, and the toner suction

feeder 1 2 for a supplement serves to generate suction airstream so that it may flow to a

developer 1 side. Such a toner suction feeder 12 for a supplement is attached to a developer 1.

the toner hopper section 6 — omitting — the toner suction feeder 12 for a supplement — the

toner T in the toner supply container 1 1 — every [ the specified quantity ] — it can also

constitute so that the casing 50 of a developer 1 may be supplied soon.

[0028] According to this example, since a toner is automatically supplied towards a developer 1

from the toner supply container 1 1 , a seal can tear off, it is necessary to do neither an activity

nor the drawing activity of a shutter, and this kind of supply workability can be improved much

more. Moreover, a hand is not further soiled with a toner, without soiling a perimeter environment

with a toner.

[0029] By the way, to the inside of the bottom container 22 which the inside of the toner hopper

section 6 shown in drawing 1 shows to drawing 3 , when sealing nature is bad, the suction nature

of the toner from the pipe section 1 7 to into the bottom container 22 worsens. The opening 28

shown in drawing 1 ,
opening 31, etc. worsen the sealing nature.
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[0030] Then, by the lock out member 32 as shows the connection of the toner suction feeder 1

2

for a supplement, and the toner hopper section 6 of a developer 1 , i.e., the part of opening 28, to

drawing 3 , if it blocks at least at the time of suction, the suction force of a toner can be

strengthened.

[0031] The lock out member 32 will rock the lock out member 32 in an imaginary line location, if

rocking displacement of between a continuous-line location and an imaginary line location is

possible and a solenoid 33 is excited, if excitation of a solenoid is canceled, it will be the force of

a spring 34, will be rocked in a continuous-line location, and will plug up opening 28. The free

passage condition between the toner suction feeder 1 2 for a supplement and the toner hopper

section 6 will be severed by this.

[0032] The toner which the lock out member 32 is in the opening blockade location shown as a

continuous line while the dashboard 13 is performing rise-and-fall actuation, is this location, and

flows collects on the lock out member 32. Here, it collects and time amount is measured

beforehand, and after [ to take ] this time amount passes, excitation of a solenoid 33 is canceled.

Then, the lock out member 33 releases opening 28, and the toner which is in this condition and

collected falls into the toner conveyance way 29 ( drawing 1 R> 1).

[0033] By using such a lock out member 32, by the developer side to which the toner suction

feeder 21 for a supplement is connected, when sealing nature is bad, the suction force of a toner

can be strengthened, in addition, ** — when there are no worries [ like ], this lock out member

32 is not necessarily needed. Moreover, the configuration relevant to the lock out member 32 is

applicable also to each example explained below.

[0034] Drawing 5 shows the example of another toner suction feeder for a supplement. Although

the rise-and-fall drive of the dashboard 1 3 is carried out in a previous example, the rise-and-fall

drive of the top-coyer section 43 of the upper container 41 is carried out in the thing of this

example. That is, the rise-and-fall drive of the top-cover section 43 is carried out like what is

shown in drawing 4 by the driving means which consists of a disk 35 and the link lever 36.

[0035] In case the top-cover section 43 and the upper container 41 are connected through a

bellows 44 and the top-cover section 43 descends, a valve 24 closes, opening 20 is plugged up

and the free passage condition inside each [ of the upper container 41 and the bottom container

42 ] is severed. A valve 23 opens to coincidence and the air in the upper container 41 enters in

the pipe section 16 at it.

[0036] On the other hand, in case the top-cover section 43 goes up, a valve 24 opens and a

valve 23 closes. If a valve 24 opens, the interior of each of the upper container 41 and the

bottom container 42 will be in a free passage condition, and the suction airstream which goes in

the bottom container 42 is produced from the pipe section 1 7, and the toner in the toner supply

container 1 1 ( drawing 1 ) will flow in the bottom container 42, and will fall to the direction of the

toner hopper section 6. In this example, ventilation and suction are performed separately.

[0037] By drawing 6 showing the toner suction feeder for a supplement of another example, this

example sends in a wind in the direction of arrow-head B, generates the suction airstream 27,

and is made to carry out flow fall of the toner by rotating fan equipment 37 in the direction of

the toner hopper section 6. Also in the both sides of this example and a front example, the same

function as the first example can be attained.

[0038] Although the toner supply container 1 1 is only the point of the pipe sections 1 6 and 1 7 of

the toner suction feeder 12 for a supplement and it connects substantially here as shown in

drawing 1 This connection is a cap type connection used as an opening blocked state, when it

wiiTbe in an opening condition and the toner supply container 1 1 is connected to the toner

suction feeder 12 for a supplement, when both of each other are connected, and it is not, and

this cap type connection is prepared in the toner supply container 1 1

.

[0039] Now, temporarily, as what pays its attention to the pipe section 1 7, the blockade cap 37

as shown in drawing 7 is attached in the hole dug in the toner supply container 11, and that hole

is blocked by this blockade cap 37. The blockade cap 37 consists of the inner covering 38, a

case 39, a seal member 40, and outside covering 45 grade, as shown also in drawing 8 .

[0040] The seal member 40 consists of foam, such as for example, foaming polyurethane, and

has the notch of a cross-joint form in the center section, moreover, the outside covering 45 —
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for example, elastic bodies, such as rubber, — changing — a center section — the U.S. it has

the notch of an impression. Furthermore, the inner covering 38 consists of film material, such as

aluminum foil, and joining is suitably carried out to the case 39.

[0041] the condition that drawing 7 attached these members — being shown ** the toner

supply container 1 1 is equipped with the blockade cap 37 constituted like.

[0042] While setting the toner supply container 1 1 to the location of drawingj, ,
the blockade cap

37 is made to engage with the pipe section 17. Then, the pipe section 17 passes through the

central notch of the outside covering 45, and the central notch of the seal member 40, and

projects from the edge of a case 39. The inner covering 38 is fractured at this time.

[0043] The upper blockade cap 47 shown in drawing 1 as well as [ completely ] the blockade cap

37 is constituted, and if this blockade cap 47 is thrust into the pipe section 1 6 and it is made to

penetrate, the point of the pipe section 16 projects in the toner supply container 1 1 similarly.

[0044] Anyway, the toner supply container 11 and the toner suction feeder 12 for a supplement

will be in a free passage condition mutually. On the other hand, it is prevented that the central

notch of both the members 40 and 45 that show it to drawing 8 when the part of the blockade

caps 37 and 47 is extracted from each pipe section 17 and 16 is closed in order to remove the

toner supply container 1 1 , and the toner which remained in the toner supply container 1 1 leaks

and comes out of a container 1 1

.

[0045] In addition, if the part of the blockade caps 37 and 47 is not made to penetrate each pipe

section, since the inner covering 38 has blocked the hole of a case 39 firmly, there is no

possibility that the toner in a container 1 1 may leak out of a container.

[0046] An internal toner can be supplied only by inserting a toner supply container by preparing

such a cap type connection in the toner supply container 1 1 . And since the seal member 40, the

outside covering 45, etc. catch each pipe sections 1 6 and 1 7 firmly with that elasticity, at the

time of this supply, there is no possibility that a toner may disperse from a supply connection,

and disgracing a perimeter environment, a man, etc. with a toner is lost at it

[0047]

[Effect of the Invention] According to the configuration according to claim 1, since a toner is

automatically supplied towards a developer from a toner supply container, a seal can tear off, it

is necessary to do neither an activity nor the drawing activity of a shutter, and this kind of

supply workability can be improved much more. Moreover, a hand is not further soiled with a

toner, without soiling a perimeter environment with a toner.

[0048] According to the configuration according to claim 2, by the developer side to which the

toner suction feeder for a supplement is connected, when sealing nature is bad, the suction

force of a toner can be strengthened and a toner can be supplied certainly in a short time.

[0049] According to the configuration according to claim 3, as a supply activity of a toner, there

is no possibility that a toner may begin to leak from both connection, in this case that what is

necessary is just to equip a developer side with a toner supply container.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD
"

'

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to image formation equipment equipped with the

developer which develops an electrostatic latent image with a toner.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art] Generally with the developer which develops an electrostatic latent

image with a toner, the toner for a supplement is supplied in a developer from this container by

the thing of a configuration of that a toner is supplied using a toner supply container. PxawjngJ)

shows an example of the conventional toner supply container, and inside this container 101, as

shown in drawing 10 , the toner 102 for a supplement is contained.

[0003] Opening 103 is formed in the toner supply container 101, and this opening 103 is blocked

by the seal 104. When performing toner supply, a developer is equipped with this container 101, a

seal 104 is torn off, and the toner 102 for a supplement is dropped from opening 103 to the

direction of a developer.

[0004] In addition, as shown in drawing 1 1 , the shutter 106 formed in the lower part of the toner

supply container 105 is pulled out in the direction of an arrow head, and there are some which

drop the toner in a container 105 and are put in to the direction of the body of a developer from

opening which is not illustrated.

[0005] If it is in such a supply method, the activity which tears off a seal or draws out a shutter

is needed, and this kind of supply activity is very troublesome. Moreover, after supply, since

opening of a toner supply container is turned down in order to drop a toner using gravity, if this

toner supply container shall be taken out as it is, the toner adhering to a toner supply container

will become easy to fall by vibration etc., and will soil a perimeter with a toner. Furthermore, the

toner adhering to this container soils a hand with a toner about a finger etc. at the time of

attachment and detachment of a toner supply container.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the Invention] According to the configuration according to claim 1 , since a toner is

automatically supplied towards a developer from a toner supply container, a seal can tear off, it

is necessary to do neither an activity nor the drawing activity of a shutter, and this kind of

supply workability can be improved much more. Moreover, a hand is not further soiled with a

toner, without soiling a perimeter environment with a toner.

[0048] According to the configuration according to claim 2, by the developer side to which the

toner suction feeder for a supplement is connected, when sealing nature is bad, the suction

force of a toner can be strengthened and a toner can be supplied certainly in a short time.

[0049] According to the configuration according to claim 3, as a supply activity of a toner, there

is no possibility that a toner may begin to leak from both connection, in this case that what is

necessary is just to equip a developer side with a toner supply container.

[Translation done.]
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JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] As the purpose of this invention can perform toner

supply automatically, a seal tears it off, and it does an activity etc. an unnecessary thing, and is

to offer the image formation equipment which enabled it to prevent the contamination to a

perimeter environment, a man, etc. by the toner.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

MEANS ___
[Means for Solving the Problem] The developer which develops an electrostatic latent image

with a toner in order that this invention may attain the above-mentioned purpose, It has the

toner supply container which contains the toner for a supplement supplied to this developer. So

that attachment and detachment are mutually free, and it may connect with a toner supply

container so that it may be open for free passage to a toner supply container and a developer,

respectively, and the toner for a supplement in a toner supply container may be attracted

compulsorily and it may flow to a developer side The configuration of the image formation

equipment which attached the toner suction feeder for a supplement which generates suction

airstream to the developer is proposed.

[0008] In addition, if the connection between the toner suction feeder for a supplement and a

developer is constituted at least so that a free passage may be severed by the lock out member

at the time of suction, it is effective.

[0009] Moreover, it is effective if it will be in an opening condition when the connection between

a toner supply container and the toner suction feeder for a supplement is mutually connected in

both, it considers as the cap type connection used as an opening blocked state when a toner

supply container is not connected, and it is the configuration which prepared this cap type

connection in the toner supply container.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

EXAMPLE

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained to a detail according to a drawing.

[001 1] Drawing 1 shows the toner supply section of the developer provided to the image

formation equipment of this invention 1 example. It precedes explaining this toner supply section,

and the outline of the configuration of a developer is made clear to below using drawing 2 .

[0012] Opposite disposition of the developer 1 is carried out at the photo conductor drum 2

which is an example of latent-image support. The development sleeve 5 is supplied the developer

of internal binary system being agitated by the churning roller 3 formed in the casing 50 of this

developer 1 , the churning paddle 4, etc. The developer of binary system is a developer which has

a toner and a carrier. Development of the electrostatic latent image formed on the photo

conductor drum 2 is presented with the developer on this supplied development sleeve 5. In

addition, although this invention is applicable also to the thing using the one component system

developer which does not contain a carrier, the developer using a fine-particles-like binary

system developer shall be applied for convenience hereafter.

[0013] As mentioned above, although a developer 1 develops an electrostatic latent image with a

toner, if the developer 1 provided to the image formation equipment of this example has the

toner hopper section 6 connected to casing 50 and runs short of the toners in the developer in

casing 50, the toner supply roller 7 of the toner hopper section 6 will begin rotation, and the

toner T in the toner hopper section 6 will be supplied to the direction of the casing 50 of a

developer 1.

[0014] The toner hopper section 6 is storing the toner T for supplying the casing 50 of a

developer 1 , and this reservoir toner T is agitated by rotation of the toner churning member 9. If

the toner in the toner hopper section 6 is lost or the amount decreases, the purport to which

exchange of the toner supply container which the detection equipment which is not illustrated

detects this and mentions later is urged will be displayed on the control-panel section (un-

illustrating) of image formation equipment.

[001 5] Here, drawing 1 is drawing which is in the condition seen from arrow-head A, and made

the cross section the toner supply section 10 of drawing 2 .

[0016] In this drawing, a sign 1 1 shows the toner supply container which contained the toner T

for a supplement supplied to a developer 1 inside. This toner supply container 1 1 may be called a

toner bottle or a toner cartridge. 12 can show the toner suction feeder for a supplement, and

this equipment 12 of each other can be freely detached and attached with the toner supply

container 1 1 . Drawing 1 shows the condition that the toner suction feeder 1 2 for a supplement

was equipped with the toner supply container 1 1

.

[0017] If the toner in the toner hopper section 6 is lost or it decreases, as stated even in the

top, the display of the purport to which exchange of the toner supply container 1 1 is urged will

be made. This display is seen, for example, the toner supply container 1 1 is extracted leftward to

a user side.
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1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the sectional view of the toner supply section of the developer provided to the

image formation equipment of this invention 1 example.

[Drawing 2] It is the sectional view of the developer provided to image formation equipment

same as the above.

[Drawing_3] It is the sectional view showing the concrete configuration of the toner suction

feeder for a supplement.

[Drawing 4] It is drawing showing an example of the rise-and-fall driving means of the dashboard

provided in the toner suction feeder for a supplement

[^rawing 5] It is the sectional view showing the concrete configuration of the toner suction

feeder for a supplement of another example.

[Drawing 6] Furthermore, it is the sectional view showing the concrete configuration of the toner

suction feeder for a supplement of another example.

[Drawing 7] It is the sectional view showing the concrete configuration of a blockade cap.

[Drawing 8] It is the decomposition perspective view of a blockade cap.

[Drawing 9] It is the configuration perspective view of the conventional toner supply container.

[Drawing 10] It is the sectional view of this toner supply container.

[Drawing 11] It is the configuration perspective view of the toner supply container of another

conventional example.

[Description of Notations]

I Developer

I I Toner Supply Container

1 2 Toner Suction Feeder for Supplement

27 Suction Airstream

32 Lock Out Member
37 Cap
47 Cap
T Toner
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[Drawing 10]
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